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1. Introduction. Let F" (V*n) be an orientable hypersurface of class C3

imbedded in a Euclidean space En+l of w + 1^3 dimensions with a closed

boundary Fn_1 (V*n~x) of dimension n — l. Suppose that there is a one-to-one

correspondence between the points of the two hypersurfaces V", V*n such

that at corresponding points the two hypersurfaces Vn, V*n have the same

normal vectors. Let kx, ■ ■ ■ , k„ be the n principal curvatures at a point P

of the hypersurface F", then the ath mean curvature Ma of the hypersurface

F» at the point P is defined by

(1.1) (MW=2>i---K« (a-1. •••,«),

where the expression on the right side is the ath elementary symmetric func-

tion of kx, • ■ • , k„. In particular, J17„ is the Gaussian curvature of the hyper-

surface Vn at the point P. Let P* be the point of the hypersurface V*n cor-

responding to the point P of the hypersurface F" under the given correspond-

ence, p* the oriented distance from a fixed point 0 in the space En+1 to the

tangent hyperplane of the hypersurface V*n at the point P*, and dA the area

element of the hypersurface F" at the point P. The purpose of this paper is

first to derive some expressions for the integrals fv*Map*dA (a = l, • • • , n),

and then to prove the following

Theorem. Let V" (V*n) be an orientable hypersurface of class C3 imbedded

in a Euclidean space En+1 of w + 1^3 dimensions with a positive Gaussian

curvature and a closed boundary Fn_1 (F*n_1) of dimension n — l. Suppose

that there is a one-to-one correspondence between the points of the two hypersur-

faces Vn, V*n, such that at corresponding points the two hypersurfaces V", V*"

have the same normal vectors and equal sums of the principal radii of curvature,

and such that the two boundaries Fn_1, V*"~l are congruent. Then the two hyper-

surfaces V", V*n are congruent or symmetric.

This theorem has been obtained by T. Kubota (see [6] or [l, pp. 29-30])

for closed hypersurfaces Vn, V*", and by the author [5] for n = 2 in a slightly

different form.

2. Preliminaries. In a Euclidean space En+1 of dimension » + 1^3, let us
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consider a fixed orthogonal frame 0%)i • • • g)„+i with a point 0 as the origin.

With respect to this orthogonal frame we define the vector product of n

vectors Ai, ■ ■ ■ , An in E"+1 to be the vector ^4„+i, denoted by .4iX • ■ • XAn,

satisfying the following conditions:

(a) the vector ^4B+i is normal to the M-dimensional space determined by

the vectors Ai, • • • , A„,

(b) the magnitude of the vector An+i is equal to the volume of the

parallelepiped whose edges are the vectors Ai, • • • , An,

(c) the two frames 0AX • • ■ AnAn+i and Og)i • • • g)B+i have the same

orientation.

Let <r be a permutation on the n numbers 1, • • • , n, then

(2.1) A.w X • • • X A.ln) = (sgn <r)Ai X •• • X An,

where sgn o is +1 or — 1 according as the permutation a is even or odd. Let

ii, • • • , in+i be the unit vectors from the origin 0 in the directions of the

vectors 2h, ■ ■ • , §)»+i and letAa(j = l, • • ■ , n + 1) be the components of the

vector Aa (a = l, • • • , «)(') with respect to the frame 0g)i • • • $jn+i, then

the scalar product of any two vectors Aa and Ap and the vector product of n

vectors Ai, • • • , A„ are, respectively,

n+1      .     .

(2.2) Aa-Af, = Y,AaAl,
i—l

ii     ii • • ■ in+i

A1        A2 AK+1Ai   Ai■•• Ai
(2.3) iiiX-"Xii.-(-l)»

A1   A2---An+1
sin     -tin fin

If Aa are differentiable functions of n variables x1, • ■ ■ , xn, then by equation

(2.3) and the differentiation of determinants

d "  / dAp \
(2.4)-iAiX • ■ ■ XAn) =ZUiX • • -XViX-XiwX ■ • • X^1B).

dx" 0=i \ dx" /

Now we consider a hypersurface F" of class C3 imbedded in the space

En+1 with a closed boundary F"-1 of dimension n — 1. Let (y\ • • • , yn+l)

be the coordinates of a point P in the space En+l with respect to the orthog-

onal frame 0£)i • • • §)B+i. Then the hypersurface F" can be given by the

parametric equations (2)

(0 Throughout this paper all Latin indices take the values 1 to n + 1 and Greek indices the

values 1 to n unless stated otherwise. We shall also follow the convention that repeated indices

imply summation.

(J) For the remainder of this section see, for instance, [2, Chap. IV].
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(2.5) y» - f%x\ • • • , *») (»-l,--.,ii+l),

or the vector equation

(2.6) F = F(x\ ■ ■ ■ , x«),

where y' and /* are respectively the components of the two vectors F and F,

the parameters x1, • • • , xn take values in a simply connected domain D of

the M-dimensional real number space, f'(xl, • ■ ■ , x") are of the third class

and the Jacobian matrix ||dy*/dxa|| is of rank n at all points of 77. If we denote

the vector dY/dx" by Ya for a = l, • • • , n, then the first fundamental form

of the hypersurface F" at a point P is

(2.7) 7s2 = gaf>dxadxP,

where

(2.8) g*=Ya-Ye,

and the matrix ||g<„s|| is positive definite so that the determinant g= \gap\ >0.

Let N be the unit normal vector of the hypersurface V" at a point P, and

Na the vector dN/dx", then

(2.9) Na - - i^F,,

where

(2.10) 6a3 = fy«= - Fa-/Vfl

are the coefficients of the second fundamental form of the hypersurface Vn at

the point P, and g01> denotes the cofactor of gay in g divided by g so that

(2.H) *"** = «",

5" being the Kronecker deltas. The n principal curvatures Kx, • • • , k„ of the

hypersurface Fn at the point P are the roots of the determinant equation

(2.12) \ba$- Kga0\   - 0.

From equations (1.1) and (2.12) follow immediately

(2.13) Mn = b/g,        nMx = bagg* nMn-x = ga$B<*/g,

where b = \ ba^\ f^O and T3"" is the cofactor of bap in b.

The third fundamental form of the hypersurface F" at the point P is

(2.14) dN-dN = fapdx-'dx/3,

where we have placed

(2.15) fafNa-Ng.
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From equations (2.8), (2.9), and (2.11), it follows immediately that

(2.16) f„f = ba,h,g>">,

and therefore that

(2.17) g* = ffJ>a'V;

where b°"' = B0"'/b. It is easily seen that the principal radii of curvature

r« (a = 1, • • • , n) of the hypersurface Fn at the point P are the roots of the

determinant equation

(2.18) \baff-rfa3\   =0,

from which we obtain

(2.19) n---rn  =  b/f, J2Ta  =  bat,fa*, Y,Tl---Tn-l=fafiB"f>/f,
o=l

where f"P denotes the cofactor of fa» inf= \fa»\ divided by/. From equations

(2.13) and (2.19) it follows immediately that

(2.20) f=Mlg>0.

The area element of the hypersurface Fn at the point P is given by

(2.21) dA = gll2dxl ■ ■ ■ dxn.

Now we choose the direction of the unit normal vector N in such a way that

the two frames PFi • • • YnN and 0g)i • • ■ g)„+i have the same orientation.

Then from equations (2.3) and (2.21) it follows that

(2.22) gl'2N = Yi X ■ ■ • X Yn,

(2.23) |F,, ••■ ,Yn,N\   =g1'2.

Let m1, • • • , «n_1 be the local coordinates of a point P on the boundary

Fn_l, then the first fundamental form of the boundary Vn~l at the point P

is

(2.24) ds2 = ax^du^du" (X, u = i, •••,«— 1),

where

dx" dx?
(2.25) a^ = gaf-—■—,

dw*   cu*1

and the matrix ||a\„|| is positive definite so that the determinant a= \ a^] >0-

The coefficients of the second fundamental form of the boundary Vn~1 cor-

responding to the unit normal vector N of the hypersurface V" at the point

Pare
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*h       /   d2yi I v \     by\
(2.26) GX(1 = \Z N'l—Z— ~  4        V (X,mr-1, •••,»-1),

,ti \duxdu» \\p)  a  du"/

where

is a Christoffel symbol of the second kind formed with respect to the a's and

u's. Similarly, for the hypersurface F" we have

d2Y (y)
(2.27) Jo,jv = —— - ^     l   F7,

where

is a Christoffel symbol of the second kind formed with respect to the g's and

x's. From equations (2.26) and (2.27) it is easily seen that

dx" dx"
(2.28) Qxii = ba

duK  du"

3. Some integral formulas. Suppose that there is a one-to-one correspond-

ence between the points of two hypersurfaces Vn, V*n of class C3 imbedded

in a space £"+1 with positive Gaussian curvatures and closed boundaries

V"~l, F*"_1 of dimension n — l respectively such that the two hypersurfaces

F", F*" have the same normal vectors at corresponding points. Without

loss of generality we may assume that the corresponding points of the

two hypersurfaces Vn, V*n have the same local coordinates xl, • • • , xn.

Then §2 can be applied to the hypersurface V", and for the corresponding

quantities for the hypersurface F*B we shall use the same symbols with a

star.

At first, we observe that the vector F,X • • • X Fa_iX7VX Ya+1X ■ ■ ■

X F„ is perpendicular to the normal vector N and that the n vectors

Fi, • • ■ , F„ are linearly independent in the tangent hyperplane of the hyper-

surface V" at the point P. Therefore the vector FXX • • • X Fa_iX7\rx Fa+i

X • • • X F„ can be written in the form

(3.1) Fi X • • • X F„_, X NX Ya+i X • ■ • X F„ = a<*Np.

Taking the scalar products of the both sides of equations (3.1) with the vec-

tor Yy and making use of equations (2.2), (2.3), (2.10), (2.23), we obtain

(3.2) a" bf,y = g    o" (a, y = 1, • • • , »).

Solving equations (3.2) for aa" for each fixed a and substituting the results in
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equations (3.1), we are led to

i3.3) YiX ■■■ X Ya-i XNX Ya+i X • ■ • X FB = gWN,.

Making use of equations (2.4), (2.9), (2.13), (2.22) and the relation

Fi X • • • X Yt-i X Y8a X Fm X • • • X Fa_i XNX Fa+, X • • • X FB

= - Fi X • • • X Yp-i X N X Y0+i X ■ ■ ■ X F«_i X Fa(J X Ya+i X • • • X FB

(a > 0; a, 0 - 1, • • • , »),

it is easily seen that

Z -(Fi X • • • X Ya-i XNX Ya+i X ■•• XYn)
a-l   dXa

(3.4)
n

= E Fi X • ■ • X Fa_i X Na X Ya+i X ■ ■ ■ X F„ = - ng^MiN.
o-l

Thus, from equations (3.3) and (3.4),

d
(3.5) ngl'2MiN =-igU^Ng).

dxa

Taking the scalar products of the both sides of equation (3.5) with the posi-

tion vector Y* oi the corresponding point P* of the point P, we obtain in

consequence of the relation b2—fg, obtained from equations (2.13) and (2.19),

(3.6) nMig^p* = — I) 2»«W, • Y* - £ ^- (-— B<*Y* ■ Ng),
Z1'2 a-l a-l   dxa V/1'2 /

where we have placed

(3.7) p*=Y*-N.

Integrating equation (3.6) with respect to x1, • • • , xn over the hypersurface

Fn and applying the general Green's theorem (cf., for instance, [3, pp. 75-76])

to the second term on the right side of equation (3.6), we then obtain

f nMip*dA =  f    — £ B"WrYadxl ■ • • dx"
J V" J V"   f112  o=l

(3.8)

-  f      -t(-l)°"*^*
Jr-i fw «ti

•Npdx1 ■ ■ ■ dx^Hx"^ ■ • • dxn.

In order to use the formula (3.8) to derive an analogous expression for

the integral fvaMap*dA for a general a (a = 1, •••,«), in the space En+1

we first consider a hypersurface F" parallel to the hypersurface F" so that

the two hypersurfaces V", V" have the same normals. It is evident that the
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vector equation of the hypersurface F" can be written in the form

(3.9) Y = Y-tN,

where / is a real parameter. From equations (3.9), TV-TV=1 and N-Ya

= NdY/dx"=0, it follows immediately that dt/dxa = 0 and therefore that t

is constant. Making use of equations (2.8), (2.10), (2.15) and their analogous

ones for the hypersurface F", we obtain the coefficients of the first and the

second fundamental forms of the hypersurface V":

(3.10) gag = gal) + 2baBt + fagt2,

(3.11) Bag  =   bag + fagt,

from which it follows easily by an elementary calculation that

(3.12) 5 = JA,

(3.13) g = gA2,

(3. 14) |  flag  -  gag I     =    \(f  -  t)bag -  gag | A,

where f = | gag\, 5= | b~ag\ and

(3.15) A=  \£a + bafg>H\,

(3.16) fa = l/ka (a = 1, • • • , n),

ka being the principal curvatures of the hypersurface V". In consequence of

equations (3.12), (3.13), (3.14) and (2.12), (2.13), (2.21) together with their
analogues for the hypersurface F", we have

(3.17) MndA = MndA,

(3.18) fa = ra + t,

where dA is the area element of the hypersurface F".

Similarly, let F*n be a hypersurface in the space En+l parallel to the hyper-

surface F*n and having the vector equation

(3.19) y* = Y* - tN,

where t is the same arbitrary constant as in equation (3.9). For this one-to-one

correspondence between the points of the two hypersurfaces F", F*n, equa-

tion (3.8) can be written as, by means of equations (1.1) and (3.16),

(_P*(lZtxf2---fn-x)MndA
7 vn

(3.20) =  f  -zZ Ba!,Ng-Y*dxi ■ ■ ■ dxn
7f»/1/2 a=x

-  f      -JZ (-ly-T-B^NgYtdx1 ■ ■ ■ 7xa-17x"+1 • • • dxn,
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where p*=Y*-N=p*-t, B"» is the cofactor of la» in 5, Y*a=dY*/dxa, and

Fn_1 is the boundary of the hypersurface F". Substitution, in equation (3.20),

of equations (3.17), (3.18), (2.15) and the analogue of equation (2.10) for

the hypersurface F*B yields immediately

f  iP* ~ 0 E (n - « + 1)( Z fi • • • ra-i)t»-°MndA
Jy* a-l

(3.21) = -  f      —2 B"»(A*« + tfa0)dxl ■•■dx»
Jv"       f12  a-l

+ f     -Z  (-l)"-1F*-ty2H**1 • • • dx—^x""" ■ • •<*x»,
Jyn-1 fl*  a_j

which is an identity in f. Hence, by equating the coefficients of t°, t, • • • , tn~1

on the both sides of equation (3.21) and using equation (1.1), we can obtain

n formulas, one of which is equation (3.8). These n formulas have been ob-

tained by the author [4] for the case where the two hypersurfaces F", F*n

coincide.

t. Proof of the theorem. In order to prove the theorem stated in the

introduction, we may assume, for simplicity, that the local coordinate

x1, • • • , x" of the two hypersurfaces V", V*n be so chosen that

fag = 0    for    at* 0.

Then from equation (3.11) it follows that

(4.1) S-f  =  -l—[-beat"'2 + £ ihybya   -   byybf,a)t"-3/fyy']  +   • •  •   ,
faafwt. 7-l,7*a,7*0 J

for/3^a,

-      / r a   677
B<" = —   *«*-» +      J2     — L"~2

,.    r,\ /aa L 7-l,7^a   /tt

(4.2) J
1           A         bfwbyy - bfy       "I

+ y £ —77-*-»+•■■,
^     0,7=10,7*a;0*7 /W/77 -I

where the unwritten terms are of degrees <n — 3 in /. Moreover, an elementary

calculation from equation (2.18) leads to

2

,.    „. V, 1 -A baabflfl —  bad
(4.3) 2>n = —      T,     —T-.-

•i    a,0=i;a*0 JaaJSB

Thus, by equating the coefficients of tn~2 on the both sides of equation (3.21)

and using equations (4.1), (4.2), (4.3), we obtain
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(»- 1) j p*(zZra\MndA

/• n J-l/2

=   —    I ZZ        - (bggbaa  —  bagbga)dx1  ■  ■  •   7x"
,.     .. JVn a,g=X\a*g faafgg

(4.4)
S /. n J-l/2

+ I        E   (-i)"-1^—F*

■ (Nabgg - Ngbga)dxl ■ ■ ■ dx"-1dxa+l ■ ■ ■ dxn.

Replacing the hypersurface V" by the hypersurface V*n in equation (4.4)

gives

(»-D   f   P*(iZrl)MndA*

J.                  n ^1/2
ZZ ~—— (bggbaa — bagbga)dxl ■ • ■ dxn

V   a,g=X\a*g faafgg
(4.5)

+ E    (-l)^f- F*
7f"_1  a,0-i;a^ faafgg

■ (Nabgg — Ngbga)dx  • • ■ dx    dx      • • ■ dx".

Since under the given one-to-one correspondence between the points of

the two hypersurfaces V", V*n, the two boundaries V"~l, V*n~1 are congru-

ent, we may assume that the corresponding points of the boundaries Vn~l,

F*"-1 have the same local coordinates u1, • • • , m"-1. Then the second funda-

mental forms of the boundaries Fn_1, F*n_1 corresponding to the common

unit normal vector TV of the hypersurfaces F", F*" at the corresponding

points of the boundaries Fn_1, F*"-1 are equal (see, for instance, [2, p. 192]),

and therefore from equation (2.28) and its analogue for the hypersurface

V*" it follows that bag = b*g at corresponding points of the two boundaries

Fn_1, F*"-1. Thus the second integrals on the right side of equations (4.4),

(4.5) are equal. On the other hand, by the assumption of the theorem we have

zZa-i ra~ zZa-x r*, and from equations (2.13), (2.19) and the analogous ones

for the hypersurface V*n it is seen at once that Tl7„g1/2 = T!7*g*1/2. Hence

subtracting equation (4.4) from equation (4.5) yields

J.               n               /1/2
E     -[(bggbaa — bagbga) ~ (baabgg — bagbga) ]dx • • • 7x   =0.

V" a,g=i;a*B faafgg

Adding together equation (4.6) and the analogous one by interchanging the

two hypersurfaces V", V*n, we obtain

(4-7)       f E        J— [(baa - btaKbgg -  bg*g)   -  (bag - blg^dx1 ■ ■ ■ dx" = 0.
7f" a,8=X-,a*g faafgg
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From the assumption £"_i ra= £"_i r*, equation (2.19) and the analogous

one for the hypersurface V*n, we have

(4.8) J2   — Q,aa  ~  b*aa)   =   0,
a—1   J act

and therefore

n 1

-—— (*«« — baa)iba& — he)
a.e-l.a^a faafea

"1 "1
=   £ ——— ibaa — baa)ibee — bee) — £ "jr- (&«« — J«.)

a.0-1 /aa/ft3 a-l   /„

=   —   £ "^- (*aa  —  &aa)   •

a=1 faa

Thus equation (4.7) is reduced to

f     \t~ibaa-b*aa)2
Jvla-lfl

(4.9)

+       £      —- ibae ~ bae)2~\ fl'W ■■■dxn=0.
a,e—l>a^S   faafe0 ->

It is obvious that the integrand of equation (4.9) is non-negative, and there-

fore equation (4.9) holds when and only when

(4.10) bafi = b% (a, P = 1, • • • ,n),

from which, equations (2.11), (2.17), and the analogous ones for the hyper-

surface V*n we obtain that gae=gle ia< /3 = 1, • • • , n). Hence the proof of

the theorem is complete.
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